Due to the ongoing COVID-19, we will not be having a conference-wide Adventurer Family Picnic this year. We are, however, encouraging individual clubs to have a day event and report on it for Honor Club points. You may do any activity, where the children will be able to have fun together. Some ideas, along with a picnic, are:

- Field day activities
- Doing a fun outside award
- Have a bicycle fun day
- Multiple Craft activities
- Activity of Choice – be creative

This will be much different from what we are used to doing, but please make it as fun and involved for the kids as possible. They have already missed out on so much that we want them be able to do something fun. It will be a great start to the new Adventurer year.

If you have any questions, please contact Todd or myself. We should be able to help you.

Thanks,
Karen

Requirements for Honor Club Points:

- Do a club activity on September 13, 2020
- Take pictures and fill out the Adventurer News Report
- Send to: Lori Landa at llanda@paconference.org, by October 15th